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a b s t r a c t

This paper presents the recent improvements in the DeCART code for HTGR analysis. A new 190-group
DeCART cross-section library based on ENDF/B-VII.0 was generated using the KAERI library processing
system for HTGR. Two methods for the eigen-mode adjoint flux calculation were implemented. An
azimuthal angle discretization method based on the Gaussian quadrature was implemented to reduce
the error from the azimuthal angle discretization. A two-level parallelization using MPI and OpenMP was
adopted for massive parallel computations. A quadratic depletion solver was implemented to reduce the
error involved in the Gd depletion. A module to generate equivalent group constants was implemented
for the nodal codes. The capabilities of the DeCART code were improved for geometry handling including
an approximate treatment of a cylindrical outer boundary, an explicit border model, the R-G-B checker-
board model, and a super-cell model for a hexagonal geometry. The newly improved and implemented
functionalities were verified against various numerical benchmarks such as OECD/MHTGR-350 bench-
mark phase III problems, two-dimensional high temperature gas cooled reactor benchmark problems
derived from the MHTGR-350 reference design, and numerical benchmark problems based on the
compact nuclear power source experiment by comparing the DeCART solutions with the Monte-Carlo
reference solutions obtained using the McCARD code.
© 2018 Korean Nuclear Society, Published by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an open access article under the

CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Direct whole-core neutron transport calculation involving no
prior spatial homogenization has been widely adopted for high fi-
delity neutronics analysis as computer technology in hardware and
software advances [1e7]. The Korea Atomic Energy Research

Institute (KAERI) has been developing the DeCART (Deterministic

Core Analysis based on Ray Tracing) code [3] for whole-core sub-
pin-level multi-group neutron transport analysis of a light water
reactor (LWR) and a high temperature gas-cooled reactor (HTGR)
without pin-cell homogenization. For the analysis of the 3-D
whole-core problem, the DeCART code adopted a 2-D/1-D
coupling computational scheme [8] in which the axial 1-D PN
transport calculation and radial method of characteristics (MOC)
transport calculation are coupled through the transverse leakage as
well as a pin-cell-based coarse mesh finite difference (CMFD)

scheme [9] for acceleration. The assembly-based modular ray
tracing module was developed not only for a rectangular geometry
but also for a hexagonal geometry. The DeCART code adopted a
plane-wise domain decomposition parallel computation scheme
[10]. The 2-D planar neutron transport problems are solved in
parallel with the axial leakage correction. Data exchange between
the processes is conducted using the message passing interface
(MPI) [11]. Two standard cross-section libraries with 327 nuclides
are provided for the LWR neutronics analysis. One has 190 neutron
groups and 48 gamma groups while the other has 47 neutron
groups and 18 gamma groups for faster computation. The reso-
nance self-shielding is treated by the sub-group method [12] and
the direct resonance integral table (RIT) method [13] in the DeCART
code. For the analysis of a doubly heterogeneous block type HTGR
core, the Sanchez-Pomraning method [14e16] was adopted in the
DeCART code both in the subgroup-level-dependent fixed source
transport solver for shielded cross-section generation and in the
main MOC transport solver [17]. A new 190-group DeCART cross-
section library based on ENDF/B-VII.0 was generated using the
KAERI library processing system for HTGRs [18]. The system of
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nuclide depletion equations for the nuclides of which the cross-
sections are provided in the library is solved using the Krylov
subspace method [19]. The DeCART code was coupled with a
commercial computational fluid dynamics (CFD) code, STAR-CD
[20], and the DeCART/STAR-CD coupled analysis results for a LWR
core was demonstrated [21].

The purpose of this paper is to present the recent improvements
in the DeCART code for HTGR analysis as well as those for both a
LWR and HTGR. Two methods for the eigen-mode adjoint flux
calculation were implemented in the DeCART code and a general-
ized adjoint solver considering the double heterogeneity was
implemented in the DeCART code as well for the sensitivity and
uncertainty analyses of HTGR [22,23] based on the generalized
perturbation theory. An azimuthal angle discretization method
based on the Gaussian quadraturewas implemented in the DeCART
code to reduce the error from the azimuthal angle discretization
[24]. A two-level parallelization using MPI and OpenMP was
adopted for massive parallel computation of the DeCART code. The
quadratic depletion solver developed by Lee et al. [25]. was
implemented to reduce the error involved in the Gd depletion. A
module for the generation of equivalent group constants was
implemented in the DeCART code for the nodal codes and verified
using the MASTER code [26]. The capabilities of the DeCART code
were improved for geometry handling including an approximate
treatment of a cylindrical outer boundary, an explicit border model
for a hexagonal geometry, the R-G-B checker-board model and a
super-cell model for a hexagonal geometry. Moreover, the DeCART
code was verified against various numerical benchmark problems
and the results of the numerical benchmarks are presented. The
OECD/NEA MHTGR-350 benchmark phase III problems [27] were
used to verify the capabilities of the DeCART code for the depletion
calculation. Two-dimensional (2-D) HTGR numerical benchmark
problems derived from the MHTGR-350 reference design [28] and
numerical benchmark problems [29] based on the Compact Nuclear
Power Source (CNPS) experiment [30] were used for further veri-
fication of the DeCART code. The results of the DeCART code were
compared with the referenceMonte-Carlo solutions obtained using
the McCARD code [31]. The McCARD calculation was performed
with the ENDF/B-VII.0 cross section library for consistency because
the DeCART cross-section library is based on the ENDF/B-VII.0.

2. Improvement of the DeCART code

2.1. Generation of the cross-section library for a high temperature
gas-cooled reactor

A new 190-group DeCARTcross-section library based on ENDF/B-
VII.0 was generated using the KAERI library processing system [18]
shown in Fig. 1 The generation of the multi-group cross sections
starts with the processing of microscopic cross sections by using
various modules of the NJOY code and ENDF/B nuclear data file. The
ANJOY program makes it possible to automatically execute multiple
NJOY runs for any number of nuclides for various temperatures. The
results of the NJOY run for each nuclide are a point-wise cross section
file of the PENDF format by the BROADR module and a multi-group
cross section file of the GENDF format by the GROUPR module [32].

The cross sections in the GENDF file are reformulated into simple
ones by GREDIT to be used in the DeCART code directly. Using the
point-wise cross section, the MERIT code generates hydrogen-
equivalent intermediate resonance parameters (l) and the reso-
nance integral tables. The resonance integrals are tabulated as a
function of the background cross section and temperature for the
resonant nuclides defined in the user input. The MERIT code solves
the ultrafine-group slowing down equation for heterogeneous one-
dimensional cylindrical or two-dimensional rectangular geometries
to obtain effective resonance cross-sections from the point-wise
cross sections provided in the PENDF file. The MERIT code also sol-
ves a fixed source transport equation for the exactly same problem as
in the slowing down calculationwith a broad energy group structure
to calculate the corresponding background XS. The SUBDATA gen-
erates the subgroup data such as subgroup levels and their weights
from the RI table with a non-linear least square fitting [33]. These
subgroup data are used to reconstruct the resonance integrals or
effective cross sections in the DeCART code. The LIBGEN is used to
transform all the data prepared into a specified format and to
collapse the multi-group data into a smaller, user-defined number of
group data by using the given neutron spectra. The ASCII formatted
multi-group cross-section library is converted into a binary one
through the LIBFORM. The cross-section generation procedure
described above is exactly same as the conventional one for LWR
applications and it can be used for HTGR applications as well.

In the conventional DeCART cross-section library for LWR
analysis, some fission product nuclides such as 109Ag, 145Nd, 147Pm,
147Sm, 152Sm, and 153Eu were not treated as resonant nuclides for
computational efficiency although they have large resonances,
which have a marginal effect on the light water reactor (LWR) fuel
depletion analysis because the burnup of the LWR fuel is not so
high and the number densities of the nuclides are relatively small.
In the depletion analysis of a HTGR fuel, however, their effect is
considerable and they are treated as resonant nuclides in the new
improved library [34]. Table 1 compares the nuclide worth of the
fission product nuclides in pcmwhich were evaluated by removing
each nuclide from the HTGR material composition at a burnup of
150GWD/MTU using the McCARD code and DeCART code.

2.2. Implementation of the eigen-mode adjoint equation solver for
the multi-group neutron transport equation

The DeCART code solves the following multi-group neutron
transport equation based on the MOC. The whole problem domain
is divided into the so called, flat-source region inwhich thematerial
composition is homogeneous, and then, the rays are placed regu-
larly for all the pre-determined discrete angles. The outgoing
angular flux at the end of the ray penetrating a flat-source region
can be expressed with the incoming angular flux at the beginning
of the ray and the source term in the flat-source region by inte-
grating the neutron transport equation along the ray with the
assumption that the cross-sections and the sources are constant in
the region. The outgoing angular fluxobtained in this way is used as
the incoming angular flux of the adjacent flat source region. After
all the rays for all the angles are traced, the source terms of each
flat-source region are updated.

U,Vjgðr;UÞ þ StgðrÞjgðr;UÞ ¼
1
4p

cgðrÞ
keff

X
g’

nSfg’ðrÞfg’ðrÞ þ
X
g’

Z
U’

dU’Ssg’gðr;U’/UÞjg’ðr;U’Þðg ¼ 1;2;/GÞ (1)
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The adjoint equation of the eigen-mode multi-group neutron
transport equation, Eq. (1), can be expressed as follow:

where j*
g is the gth group adjoint angular flux. Two solution

methods for the eigen-mode adjointmulti-group neutron transport
equationwere implemented in the DeCARTcode. The first one is the

MOC approach because it was adopted in solving the forward
equation. The incoming adjoint angular flux at the beginning of the

ray can be expressed with the outgoing adjoint angular flux at the
end of the ray and the adjoint source term in the flat-source region
as follows by integrating Eq. (2) along the ray:

ANJOY

NJOY

GENDF PENDF

GREDIT

Multi Group XS

MERIT

Intermediate Resonance 
ParameterRI Table

SUBDATA

RI & Subgroup Data
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DeCART Library
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Product Yield Data
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Nuclear Data Library

Fig. 1. KAERI multi-group cross-section library processing system.

Table 1
Nuclide worth of the fission product nuclides.

Nuclide McCARD DeCART

Non-resonant nuclide Resonant nuclide

Nuclide Worth (A) (Dk, pcm) Nuclide Worth (B) (Dk, pcm) Diff. (B-A) Nuclide Worth (C) (Dk, pcm) Diff. (C-A)

152Sm �496 �297 199 �493 3
147Pm �467 �377 90 �463 4
109Ag �403 �321 82 �395 8
145Nd �383 �320 63 �358 25
147Sm �133 �112 21 �133 0
153Eu �439 �425 14 �441 �2

�U,Vj*
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where Ul, qm, s, and q*g are the lth azimuthal angle, mth polar angle,

the length of the ray segment, and the gth group adjoint source
term in the flat-source region. An isotropic scattering was assumed
in deriving Eq. (3). The adjoint neutron transport equation can be
solved by backward ray tracing. Once the adjoint source term and
the outgoing adjoint angular flux are known, the incoming adjoint
angular flux can be calculated using Eq. (3a). The incoming adjoint
angular flux obtained is used as the outgoing adjoint angular flux of
the adjacent flat source region. After all the rays for all the angles
are traced, the adjoint source terms of each flat-source region are
updated. The other approach is to use the B1 criticality equation.
The B1 adjoint criticality equation for a homogenized region is
given as follows:

Stgj
*
g �

XG
g’¼1

S0
sg/g’j

*
g’±iBJ

*
g ¼ nSfgj

*
g (4a)

3aðBÞStgJ*g � 3
XG
g’¼1

S1
sg/g’J

*
g ¼ HiBj*

g (4b)

Fig. 2. Comparison of the two eigen-mode adjoint solutions for a single-block problem.

Table 2
keff error of a PWR pin cell problem for various ray spacing and azimuthal angle
divisions.

Na d(cm) Extra. 0.001 0.005 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04

24 �40 �40 �31 �54 �56 31 23

20 �51 �51 �55 �89 �36 62 33
18 �58 �58 �66 �81 �18 64 54
16 �69 �68 �48 �80 �121 33 55
14 �92 �91 �78 �134 �147 84 78
12 �88 �87 �73 �99 �97 97 117
10 �154 �153 �141 �163 �211 �109 106
8 �198 �199 �216 �186 �202 �69 �163
6 �320 �320 �327 �302 �308 �279 �126
4 �511 �511 �506 �559 �475 �369 �292

Table 3
keff error of a PWR pin cell problemwith the Gaussian azimuthal angle discretization.

Na d(cm) Extra. 0.001 0.005 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04

10 �28 �27 �6 �72 �54 �85 �69
8 �89 �89 �85 �124 �141 �31 �108
6 �101 �101 �99 �132 �109 �70 �242
4 �149 �148 �132 �165 �207 �220 �299

J.Y. Cho et al. / Nuclear Engineering and Technology 51 (2019) 13e3016



Fig. 3. Convergence of the keff error with respect to the number of azimuthal angle division.

Fig. 4. Parallel computing performance for the C5G7 hexagonal variation problem.
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From Eq. (4), the final equation for the adjoint critical spectrum
can be derived in the exactly same form as the forward B1 criticality
equation as follow:

A*j* ¼ S* (5)

where the matrix A* is the adjoint matrix of the matrix A in the
forward B1 criticality equation. By solving Eq. (5), the adjoint
spectrum for the homogenized region can be obtained. This
approach loses the detailed information about the geometry within
the homogenized region. However, the block-wise (or assembly-
wise) adjoint spectrum is enough in many applications, especially
in editing block-wise (or assembly-wise) adjoint flux weighted
quantities. The second approach is a reasonable trade-off between
the detailed information and the computation time.

Fig. 2 compares the two eigen-mode adjoint solutions obtained
using the twomethods described above. It should be noted that the
two adjoint neutron flux spectrums are practically identical.
However, the first approach gives the detailed space dependency as
well as the energy dependency of the solution while the second
approach gives only the spectrum information of the adjoint flux.

Moreover, the two approaches for solving the eigen-mode
neutron transport equation were adopted in the DeCART code for
solving the generalized adjoint neutron transport equation and the
application of the generalized perturbation theory to the sensitivity
and uncertainty analysis of the homogenized cross-sections
generated by the DeCART code were published in a separate pa-
per [35].

2.3. Improvement of azimuthal angle discretization in MOC using
the Gaussian quadrature set

A sensitivity study shows that the convergence of the DeCART
results with respect to the azimuthal angle division is very slow.
Table 2 shows the keff error in pcm in a PWR pin cell problem for
various ray spacing (d) between the neighboring rays in cm and the

number of azimuthal angle divisions per 90� (Na). In Table 3, the
extrapolated result from the four DeCART solutions with (d, Na) ¼
(0.005,50), (0.005,40), (0.01,50), and (0.01,40) is taken as the
reference solution. Table 2 shows that the number of azimuthal
angle division should be greater than 10 and 20 to keep the keff error
by the azimuthal angle division lower than 100pcm and 50 pcm,
respectively. An azimuthal angle discretization method which can
give accurate solutions with a less number of azimuthal angle di-
visions will reduce the total computation time considerably
because the computation time of the MOC solver is proportional to
the number of azimuthal angle divisions. An azimuthal angle dis-
cretization method with the Gaussian quadrature set was devel-
oped [24] and the keff error in a PWR pin cell problem with the
Gaussian azimuthal angle discretization is shown in Table 3. The
table shows that the keff error by the azimuthal angle division can
be kept lower than 100pcm and 50 pcm with the number of
azimuthal angle divisions greater than 6 and 8, respectively.

However, the ray segments generated with the Gaussian
azimuthal angle discretization have discontinuity at the interface of
the ray tracing modules. For example, the rays are discontinuous at
the block (or assembly) interface when the block-wise (or
assembly-wise) modular ray tracing strategy is adopted. The
discontinuity of the ray segments can cause a numerical instability
when the MOC calculation is combined with CMFD acceleration. To
avoid the difficulties arising from the discontinuity of the ray seg-
ments, a modified Gaussian azimuthal angle discretization method
was implemented in the DeCART code. The representative
azimuthal angles determined using the Gaussian quadrature are
slightly modified for the ray segments to be continuous at the
interface of the ray tracing modules as they were in the conven-
tional modular ray tracing. The integral weights for the represen-
tative azimuthal angles should also be modified from the values
given in the Gaussian quadrature set because the integral points,
the representative azimuthal angles, are modified.

Two methods are implemented in the DeCART code to deter-
mine the integral weights. The first one is to determine the weights

Fig. 5. Depletion results for a Gd loaded HTGR fuel block.
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in the same manner as in the determination of the Gaussian
weights with the modified integral points as follow:
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where x’k and u’
k are the modified Gaussian integral points corre-

sponding to the modified representative azimuthal angles and the
modified Gaussian integral weights to be determined, respectively.
It should be noted that PnðxÞ is the nth degree Legendre polynomial.

The weights for the modified representative azimuthal angles are
determined by w’

k ¼ u’
k=2. The second one is to determine the

weights for the modified representative azimuthal angles so that
the weight of a representative azimuthal angle is proportional to
the angle space the representative azimuthal angle covers as in the
conventional method.

w’
k ¼

1
2p

�
1
2

�
q’k þ q’kþ1

�
� 1
2

�
q’k�1 þ q’k

��
(7)

where q’k and w’
k are the kth modified representative azimuthal

angle and its weight.
Fig. 3 compares the convergence of the keff errors of a HTGR fuel

block problem with respect to the number of azimuthal angle di-
visions for the three methods, conventional azimuthal angle dis-
cretization (M0), the first modified Gaussian azimuthal angle
discretization (M1), and the second modified Gaussian azimuthal
angle discretization (M2). When the number of azimuthal angles is
4, the keff errors for the three azimuthal angle discretization
methods are 200pcm, 100pcm, and 20pcm, respectively and the
second modified Gaussian azimuthal angle discretization method
shows a fast convergence with respect to the number of azimuthal
angles. The computation time of the MOC calculation is propor-
tional to the number of azimuthal angles and there is practically no
difference in the computation time among the three azimuthal
angle discretization methods. The second modified Gaussian
azimuthal angle discretization is the default option in the DeCART
code.

2.4. Parallelization using OpenMP

As mentioned above, the strategy for the parallelization of the
DeCART code was a radial 2-D plane-wise domain decomposition
using MPI. With this strategy, the DeCART code achieved compu-
tational efficiency as well as memory distribution. However, this
strategy is not suitable for massive parallel computing because the

Fig. 6. Depletion results for a Gd loaded PWR fuel assembly (KOFA).
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number of processors involved in the parallel computing is limited
by the number of 2-D planes in the problem, which is usually less
than 20. Nowadays, a massive parallel computing environment is

achievable on a cluster computer with many nodes within which
tens of cores are available for a very low cost. A two-level paralle-
lization scheme was implemented in the DeCART code. Besides the
MPI based parallelization, an OpenMP based parallelization for the
most time-consuming modules such as the ray tracing, the axial
low-order polynomial expansion nodal (LPEN) solver module, and

the 3-D CMFDmodulewas also implemented in the DeCARTcode to
make the best use of the massive parallel computing environment.
For example, the ray tracing jobs for the MOC solution for each 2-D
plane are assigned to each node in the cluster computer and each
ray tracing job is parallelized using OpenMP multi-threading
technique. Thus, the job assigned to a node is again parallelized
by as many threads as the number of cores on the node.

Fig. 4 shows the speedup of the parallel computation of the
DeCART code for the C5G7 hexagonal variation problem. The
speedup by the OpenMP based parallelization is about 4 with 8
threads and a total speedup of about 13 was achieved with 4 axial
domains and 8 threads in each domain. The lower parallel effi-
ciency of OpenMP was also shown for the other examinations
irrelevant to the problem size.

2.5. Implementation of the quadratic depletion solver for the Gd
absorber

In a normal predictor-corrector depletion calculation, the

neutron fluxes at the ðn� 1Þth and nth burnup steps are used for the
predictor and corrector step depletion assuming that those fluxes
remain constant during the depletion period. The final nuclide
number densities at the nth burnup step are obtained by averaging
the two solutions of the two depletion calculations. However, the
constant flux assumption during the depletion period is a poor
approximation for the gadolinium loaded region due to the large
absorption cross sections of 155Gd and 157Gd. To resolve this prob-
lem, a quadratic depletion model for gadolinium isotopes was

(a) 19 Assembly Problem     (b) 37 Assembly Problem           (c) 61 Assembly Problem

Fig. 8. 2-D core benchmark problems with hexagonal Geometry.

Table 4
The errors of the MASTER results for the problems with a hexagonal geometry.

Problem keff Error (pcm) Max. Assembly Power Error (%)

19 Assembly 4 0.05
37 Assembly 1 0.03
61 Assembly 0 0.02

(a) Exact Cylindrical Boundary Model              (b) Approximate Cylindrical Boundary Model

Fig. 9. Comparison of the Exact and Approximate Cylindrical Boundary Models.

Table 5
Comparison of the multiplications and the relative power densities of the two
models.

Cylindrical Boundary Model keff Normalized Power Density

Block 1 Block 2 Block 3 Block 4

Exact 1.162077 1.9992 0.9200 1.3377 0.5757
Approximate 1.162072 1.9994 0.9200 1.3378 0.5756
Difference �0.5pcm þ0.01% 0.00% þ0.01% �0.02%

(a) Implicit Model            (b) Explicit Model

Fig. 10. Comparison of implicit and explicit border model.
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implemented in the CASMO code [25], in which the reaction rates
of the gadolinium isotopes were approximated as quadratic func-
tions of the 155Gd number density. The same model was imple-
mented in the DeCART code except for the fact that an effective Gd
number density was used instead of the 155Gd number density in
interpolating the reaction rates. The following representative
depletion equation for Gd isotopes can be derived by a linear
combination of the depletion equations for 154Gd, 155Gd, 156Gd,
157Gd, and 158Gd as follows:

dNeff

dt
¼ �sefffNeff (8a)

Neff ¼ 5N154 þ 4N155 þ 3N156 þ 2N157 þ N158 (8b)

seff ¼
s154N154 þ s155N155 þ s156N156 þ s157N157 þ s158N158

Neff

(8c)

where Nj and sj are the number density and the microscopic cap-
ture cross-section of jGd, respectively.

Fig. 5 shows the depletion results for a HTGR fuel block with 6
Gd pins with burnup steps of 2.5 MWD/kgU and 5.0 MWD/kgU. The
maximum errors of 133 pcm and 394 pcm with the conventional

(a) 360 R-G-B Model        (b) 120 R-G-B Model          (c) Super-cell model

Fig. 11. R-G-B models and Super-cell model.

Reflector

Fuel Block

Burnt Fuel

84th pin

213th pin

(a) Super-cell Configuration                         (b) DeCART Model

Fig. 12. The geometry of the OECD/NEA MHTGR-350 benchmark phase III problem.

Table 6
Effective multiplication factor for the super-cell.

Burnup (days) Super-Cell without BP Super-Cell with BP

McCARD DeCART Diff.(pcm) McCARD DeCART Diff.(pcm)

0 1.18130 1.18331 201.0 1.07646 1.07858 212.0
5 1.16862 1.17054 192.0 1.06772 1.07057 285.0
50 1.16131 1.16345 214.0 1.06752 1.07058 306.0
100 1.15520 1.15755 235.0 1.06954 1.07230 276.0
200 1.14343 1.14538 195.0 1.07408 1.07697 289.0
300 1.13061 1.13334 273.0 1.08096 1.08328 232.0
400 1.11896 1.12183 287.0 1.08582 1.08820 238.0
500 1.10853 1.11093 240.0 1.08765 1.08887 122.0
600 1.09790 1.10060 270.0 1.08398 1.08588 190.0
700 1.08798 1.09078 280.0 1.07818 1.08084 266.0
800 1.07856 1.08144 288.0 1.07201 1.07466 265.0
900 1.06975 1.07253 278.0 1.06529 1.06794 265.0
1000 1.06036 1.06406 370.0 1.05814 1.06104 290.0
1200 1.04552 1.04888 336.0 1.04489 1.04785 296.0
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depletion model are reduced to 8 pcm and 38 pcm, respectively,
when the quadratic depletion model is adopted. Fig. 6 shows the
depletion results for a 17 � 17 PWR fuel assembly (KOFA) with 24
Gd rods with burnup steps of 1.0 MWD/kgU and 2.5 MWD/kgU. The
maximum errors of 334 pcm and 1540 pcm with the conventional
depletion model are reduced to 13 pcm and 152 pcm, respectively,
when the quadratic depletion model is adopted.

2.6. Generation of equivalent group constants for the nodal code

The generation of block-wise (or assembly-wise) equivalent
group constants is implemented in the DeCART code for the nodal
codes such as MASTER [26] and CAPP [36,37] developed for 3-D
core analysis and design calculations for a LWR and HTGR,
respectively. The equivalent group constants consist of the ho-
mogenized few group constants (HGC) and the flux discontinuity
factors (DFs) which are defined as the ratio of the heterogeneous
surface flux to the homogeneous flux. The HGC can easily be
generated with the heterogeneous flux and cross section through
the traditional procedure. To generate the DF, however, the ho-
mogeneous flux, the flux shape in the homogenized node, is
required. In DeCART, the SENM [38] for the rectangular geometry
and the TPEN method [39] for the hexagonal geometry are imple-
mented to generate the DFs. For each homogenized node, the ho-
mogenized cross-sections, node average flux, and surface average
net currents are given as constraints and the intra-nodal homoge-
neous flux distribution can be determined with these constraints
together with the effectivemultiplication factor. The surface flux DF
(SDF) can be determined as the ratio of the surface average het-
erogeneous flux to the surface average homogeneous flux. Unlike

the transverse-integrated nodal methods for a rectangular geom-
etry including the SENM, most of the nodal methods for a hexag-
onal geometry including TPEN use the corner point flux as a basic
unknown and they require the corner flux DF (CDF) in addition to
the SDF. The CDF is determined iteratively in the DeCART code. The
CDFs are approximated by averaging the latest SDF values of the
neighboring surfaces and then the heterogeneous corner fluxes are
determined by solving the corner point balance (CPB) equation [40]
with the CFDs approximated. This procedure is repeated until
convergence.

The equivalent group constants generated by the DeCART code
are examined for benchmark problems with rectangular and hex-
agonal geometries. The results of the MASTER nodal calculation
with the equivalent group constants generated from the DeCART
whole-core calculation are compared with those of the DeCART
reference calculation. Fig. 7 compares the results of MASTER nodal
calculationwith the results of DeCART reference calculation for a 2-
D PWR benchmark problem derived from the 1st cycle of the Yong
Gwang nuclear power plant unit 3. The MASTER nodal code re-
produces the DeCART solution within 1.0 pcm of the multiplication
error and within 0.05% of the assembly power error. Fig. 8 shows
the core configurations of the hexagonal benchmark problems. The
assembly configuration and the cross sections from the C5G7
hexagonal variation problem [41] are used in the DeCART reference
calculation. Table 4 shows the errors of the MASTER nodal calcu-
lations. The results from the two codes are practically identical.

2.7. Improvements in the geometry treatment

The basic unit for a geometry input in the DeCART code is the

(a) 213th fuel pin                          (b) 84th fuel pin

Fig. 13. Thermal flux ratio at some fuel pins (with BP).

Table 7
239Pu mass in some fuel pins (with BP).

Burnup (days) 239Pu Mass in 213th fuel pin 239Pu Mass in 84th fuel pin

McCARD DeCART Diff.(%) McCARD DeCART Diff.(%)

0 0.000eþ00 0.000eþ00 0.0 0.000eþ00 0.000eþ00 0.0
5 8.507eþ01 8.974eþ01 5.5 8.108eþ01 8.354eþ01 3.0
50 1.665eþ03 1.697eþ03 1.9 1.513eþ03 1.515eþ03 0.1
100 3.291eþ03 3.321eþ03 0.9 2.805eþ03 2.841eþ03 1.3
200 6.024eþ03 6.043eþ03 0.3 4.668eþ03 4.765eþ03 2.1
300 7.963eþ03 8.189eþ03 2.8 5.845eþ03 5.954eþ03 1.9
400 9.638eþ03 9.879eþ03 2.5 6.496eþ03 6.612eþ03 1.8
500 1.106eþ04 1.121eþ04 1.4 6.631eþ03 6.897eþ03 4.0
600 1.207eþ04 1.225eþ04 1.5 6.649eþ03 6.939eþ03 4.4
700 1.275eþ04 1.305eþ04 2.4 6.607eþ03 6.824eþ03 3.3
800 1.328eþ04 1.364eþ04 2.7 6.365eþ03 6.616eþ03 3.9
900 1.375eþ04 1.403eþ04 2.0 6.179eþ03 6.352eþ03 2.8
1000 1.383eþ04 1.425eþ04 3.0 5.884eþ03 6.063eþ03 3.0
1200 1.408eþ04 1.426eþ04 1.3 5.509eþ03 5.550eþ03 0.7
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36.0 cm

36.1 cm

6 x 1.270cm

102 x 1.588cm

6 x 1.270cm

210 x 1.270cm

BP hole

Fuel hole Coolant hole

Coolant hole

1.88cm
Triangular pitch

(a) Core Configuration                     (b) Fuel Block Configuration

Fig. 14. Radial Configurations of the 2-D VHTR benchmark problem.

(a) 1/6 Core Model                       (b) Details of the Active Core Region

Fig. 15. DeCART model for the simplified 2-D VHTR problem.

Table 8
Effective Multiplication Factors for the Simplified 2-D VHTR problems.

Temperature (K) Fresh Fuel Burnt Fuel

Tm Tf McCARD DeCART Diff.(pcm) McCARD DeCART Diff.(pcm)

700 700 1.09481 1.09115 �367 0.93699 0.93547 �152
700 800 1.08963 1.08575 �388 0.93222 0.93089 �133
700 900 1.08420 1.08074 �346 0.92816 0.92662 �154
800 900 1.07996 1.07690 �306 0.92947 0.92797 �150
900 1000 1.07160 1.06839 �321 0.92703 0.92494 �209
1000 1000 1.06760 1.06476 �284 0.92723 0.92541 �182
1000 1100 1.06342 1.06041 �301 0.92379 0.92165 �214
1000 1200 1.05928 1.05652 �276 0.92023 0.91837 �186
1100 1200 1.05559 1.05288 �271 0.92021 0.91818 �203
1200 1300 1.04766 1.04568 �198 0.91587 0.91427 �160
1300 1300 1.04410 1.04214 �196 0.91407 0.91265 �142
1300 1400 1.04049 1.03864 �185 0.91122 0.90966 �156
1300 1500 1.03710 1.03527 �183 0.90825 0.90679 �147
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hexagonal fuel block in a HTGR or the rectangular/hexagonal fuel
assembly in a LWR. Thus, modeling a cylindrical outer boundary,
which is common in real reactors, is not straightforward in the
DeCART code. Usually, in a LWR analysis, the cylindrical outer
boundary is notmodeled explicitly becausemodeling a radial water
reflector with the thickness of the assembly pitch is sufficient for an
accurate analysis of the LWR core due to a short mean free path of
neutrons in water. In a HTGR analysis, however, the flux in the core
region is quite sensitive to the thickness of the radial reflector in the
range of the real HTGR reactor design due to a long mean free path
of neutrons in graphite and an accurate modeling of the outer
boundary of the radial reflector is quite important. The DeCART
code can treat a cylindrical outer boundary by defining every pin
cell cut by the cylindrical outer boundary and filling a black
absorber outside the cylindrical boundary; however, but it is a very
tedious and inefficient job to define every pin cells cut by the

cylindrical outer boundary one by one. An option to treat the cy-
lindrical boundary condition approximately is provided in the
DeCART code. The DeCART code automatically assigns the black
absorbermaterial into the hexagonal pin cells the center of which is
out of the cylindrical boundary. Fig. 9 compares the exact and
approximate cylindrical boundary models and Table 5 compares
the multiplication factors and the relative block power densities of
the two models showing that the results of the two models are
practically identical.

In the DeCART code, the border of the hexagonal fuel block is
modeled implicitly shown in Fig. 10(a). In the implicit model, only
the hexagonal pin cells inside the border of a block are modeled
explicitly and one material is assigned for all the borders of the
blocks in the core. In some reactors, however, the graphite
composition is different from block to block and such a reactor
cannot be modeled precisely with the implicit border model. To

(a) Fresh Fuel                                    (b) Burnt Fuel

Fig. 16. Radial Relative Block Power Distribution of the Simplified 2-D VHTR problems.

(a) CNPS-184 core                            (b) CNPS-492 core

Fig. 17. Radial Configurations of the CNPS benchmark problems.
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resolve this problem, an explicit bordermodel shown in Fig. 10(b) is
implemented in the DeCART code. In the explicit border model,
imaginary pin cells in the border area of a block are modeled
explicitly by the user, and then, they are cut by the block boundaries
automatically in the DeCART code.

Sometimes, R-G-B color-set models, shown in Fig. 11, are used to
incorporate the spectral effect of the surroundings in a hexagonal
fuel block (or assembly) analysis, which cannot be handled with the
single block (or assembly) model. In a HTGR fuel block analysis, the
super-cell model, shown in Fig. 11(c), is commonly used for this
purpose. The super-cell model, which is much larger than the R-G-B
model, is used because of a relatively long mean free path of neu-
trons in the graphite-moderated HTGR system. The super-cell

model as well as the R-G-B color-set model is implemented in the
DeCART code to incorporate the spectral effect of the surrounding
fuel blocks (or assemblies).

3. Verification of the DeCART code

3.1. Verification of DeCART using the OECD/NEA MHTGR-350
numerical benchmark

The DeCART code was verified using the OECD/NEAMHTGR-350
benchmark phase III problems [27] by comparing the DeCART re-
sults with the reference Monte Carlo solutions obtained with the
McCARD code. Fig. 12 shows the super-cell geometry for the
benchmark problems. A doubly heterogeneous fuel block of inter-
est is surrounded by homogenized non-depleting burnt fuel blocks
and graphite reflector blocks. The detailed configuration of the
central fuel block and the material composition of the homoge-
nized burnt fuel block and the graphite reflector block are given in
the benchmark specifications.

There are two problems in phase III of the benchmark. They are
depletion problems without and with burnable poisons (BPs).
Table 6 compares the multiplication factors of the super-cell
problems obtained with the DeCART and McCARD codes during

Fig. 18. Axial Configurations of the problems for CNPS-492 3-D core.

Table 9
Multiplication factors for the CNPS benchmark problems.

CNPS-184 CNPS-492

2-D 3-D 2-D 3-D

McCARD 1.19938 1.00487 1.16156 1.00705
DeCART 1.19679 1.00356 1.15696 1.00625
Dk (pcm) �259 �131 �460 �80

Table 10
Rod worth for the CNPS benchmark problems.

CNPS-184 3-D CNPS-492 3-D

Safety Rod with Nat. B4C Shim Rod Safety Rod with Nat. B4C Safety Rod with Enr. B4C Shim Rod

McCARD Rod Worth ($) 9.17 2.92 5.25 5.90 2.23
DeCART Rod Worth ($) 9.19 3.00 5.22 5.84 2.26
Error (%) 0.25 þ2.67 �0.62 �1.01 þ1.50
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the depletion calculation. The standard deviations of the multi-
plication factors in Table 6 are around 30pcm. For both of the
problems, the multiplication factors from the two codes agree
well with each other within 370 pcm all over the depletion period.
Fig. 13 shows the thermal flux ratios at the 213th pin, which is
located near the burnt fuel block, and the 84th pin which is
located near the center of the block. The results of the two codes
are almost identical. The thermal flux ratio at the 213th fuel pin
remains nearly constant (~0.13) during the depletion period due
to the effect of the neighboring homogenized burnt fuel whose
composition does not change during the depletion period while
the thermal flux ratio at the 84th fuel pin increases during the
depletion period due to the depletion of the surrounding fuel pins.
Table 7 shows the mass of 239Pu in the two pins. The results of the
two codes agree quite well with each other. In the periphery pin
(213th pin), the mass of 239Pu continuously increases due to a hard
spectrum. In the near center pin (84th pin), in contrast, the mass
of 239Pu decreases after about 500 days due to a soft spectrum
shown in Fig. 13(b).

3.2. Verification of DeCART using 2-D block type VHTR numerical
benchmarks

Two-dimensional numerical benchmark problems were derived
from theMHTGR-350 reference design [28]. Fig. 14 shows the radial
configuration of the benchmark problem. The active core consists of
66 fuel columns and there are 19 and 78 reflector blocks in the
inner reflector region and the replaceable side reflector region,
respectively. The radius of the permanent side reflector is 279.3 cm.
The packing fraction of the TRISO particle fuel in the inner ring is
30%while those in the central ring and the outer ring are 35%. A gap
of 1.0 mm between the blocks is assumed. All the other design
parameters are taken from the reference design of MHTGR-350.
Two fuel compositions were considered: fresh fuel and burnt fuel.
The burnt fuel compositionwas obtained by performing a depletion
calculation with the McCARD code for a single fuel pin until 750
days with the core average power density of the MHTGR-350 core.
The double heterogeneity of the fuel was modeled in both codes.

Fig. 15 shows the DeCART model for the 2-D benchmark

(a) 2-D Core                                  (b) 3-D core

Fig. 19. Comparison of radial power distribution of CNPS-184 core.

Table 11
Axial power distribution and differential shim rod worth of the CNPS-184 3-D core.

Position from Core Bottom (cm) Relative Axial Power Position from Core Bottom (cm) Differential Shim Rod Worth (cents/cm)

McCARD DeCART Diff.(%) McCARD DeCART Diff.(%)

0.865 0.8426 0.8345 �1.0 4.6 1.06965 1.11601 4.3
2.98 0.8121 0.8198 1.0 5.73 1.20229 1.24737 3.7
5.48 0.8175 0.8232 0.7 9.53 1.62481 1.66597 2.5
7.98 0.8359 0.8394 0.4 14.3 2.10388 2.14092 1.8
11.73 0.8754 0.8781 0.3 19.73 2.57973 2.61318 1.3
16.73 0.9399 0.9413 0.2 23.01 2.83131 2.86316 1.1
21.73 1.0087 1.0084 0.0 28.93 3.21704 3.24707 0.9
26.73 1.0739 1.0723 �0.1 31.23 3.34317 3.37287 0.9
31.73 1.1336 1.1290 �0.4 35.18 3.52881 3.55841 0.8
36.73 1.1794 1.1758 �0.3 42.41 3.76716 3.79819 0.8
41.73 1.2137 1.2114 �0.2 46.85 3.8485 3.88144 0.9
46.73 1.2389 1.2348 �0.3 49.32 3.87233 3.90667 0.9
51.73 1.2495 1.2454 �0.3 51.29 3.88036 3.91598 0.9
56.73 1.2484 1.2431 �0.4 55.56 3.86433 3.90326 1.0
61.73 1.2317 1.2279 �0.3 61.97 3.75435 3.79960 1.2
66.73 1.2018 1.2000 �0.1 70.85 3.43160 3.48828 1.7
71.73 1.1618 1.1600 �0.2 74.94 3.21637 3.27936 2.0
76.73 1.1107 1.1087 �0.2 77.59 3.05450 3.12194 2.2
81.73 1.0463 1.0477 0.1 81.37 2.79311 2.86736 2.7
86.73 0.9771 0.9791 0.2 85.46 2.46988 2.55215 3.3
91.73 0.9035 0.9067 0.4 87.78 2.26787 2.35497 3.8
96.73 0.8323 0.8367 0.5 90.90 1.97491 2.06885 4.8
100.48 0.7876 0.7910 0.4 94.03 1.65645 1.75764 6.1
102.98 0.7619 0.7684 0.9 98.30 1.18235 1.29405 9.4
105.48 0.7495 0.7564 0.9 101.42 0.80700 0.92683 14.8
107.595 0.7665 0.7611 �0.7 105.04 0.34088 0.47063 38.1
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problem. Although the core has a 1/12 symmetry, a 1/6 core model
was used in the DeCARTcalculation. The hexagonal unit cells whose
center is located outside of the permanent side reflector are filled
with a black absorber material as described in part I of this paper.

Table 8 shows the effective multiplication factors for the 2-D
core obtained from the two codes at some temperature condi-
tions. The symbols Tm and Tf stand for the moderator temperature
and the fuel temperature, respectively. The standard deviations of
the McCARD results are around 13pcm. A maximum error of
388pcm was observed at (Tm, Tf)¼(700 K, 800 K) for the fresh fuel
and a maximum error of 214pcmwas observed at (Tm, Tf)¼(1000 K,
1100 K) for the burnt fuel. The error is much larger in the case of the
fresh fuel than in the case of the burnt fuel and the error depends
on the fuel and moderator temperature. The potential cause of this
systematic error is the cross-section library because a similar trend
is observed in the case of a single pin or single block calculation.

Fig. 16 shows the radial relative block power distribution for the
problems with the fresh fuel and burnt fuel at (Tm, Tf)¼(1000 K,
1000 K). The relative standard deviations of theMcCARD results are
around 0.03e0.05%. The two codes agree well with each other and
the maximum errors of the DeCART results for the fresh fuel case
and burnt fuel case are 0.13% and 0.26%, respectively.

3.3. Verification of DeCART using the CNPS numerical benchmark

The DeCART code was further verified using numerical bench-
mark problems [29] based on the Compact Nuclear Power Source
(CNPS) experiment [30]. The core of the benchmark problem con-
sists of 492 fuel channel cells, 5 control rod channel cells including
a shim rod cell and a safety control rod cell at the center of the core,
12 heat pipe channel cells, and 404 radial reflector cells. There are
two radial core configurations: 184-fueled core (CNPS-184) and
492-fueled core (CNPS-492) shown in Fig. 17. Only 184 fuel chan-
nels out of 492 fuel channels are loaded with the fuel rods in the
CNPS-184 problems while all the fuel channels are loaded with the
fuel rods in the CNPS-492 problems. The cells are square graphite

blocks with or without a hole at the center. A fuel compact
composed of a mixture of a graphite matrix and coated fuel parti-
cles is loaded into a hole at the center of the square fuel rod cells.
Stainless steel heat pipes are modeled explicitly in the CNPS-492
problems while the heat pipes are ignored in the CNPS-184 prob-
lems. There are two axial core configurations: a 2-D core and 3-D
core. Fig. 18 shows the axial configurations of the CNPS-492 3-D
problem. A shim rod with a length of 48.06 cm is inserted from
the top of the active core while the control rods are inserted up to
88.159 cm from the bottom of the active core. The control rods and
the shim rod are homogenized by diluting the number density of
B4C. The axial configuration of the CNPS-184 3-D problem is the
same as that in Fig. 18 except that the control rods and the heat
pipes are removed. The detailed specifications of the benchmark
problems are listed in reference [29].

The DeCART code was verified by comparing its results for the
CNPS benchmark problems with the reference solutions obtained
with McCARD code. Table 9 compares the multiplication factors of
DeCART and McCARD for the CNPS benchmark problems. The
standard deviation of the McCARD results are 9e15 pcm depending
on the problems. The DeCART code tends to under-estimate the
multiplication factors of the CNPS benchmark problems and the
maximum error of the DeCART results is 460 pcm for the 2-D CNPS-
492 problem. There are different error trends between the 2-D and
3-D cases. It may be attributed to the 2-D/1-D coupling scheme for a
3-D whole core calculation in which the code applies the nodal
method in the axial 1-D calculation. Table 10 compares theworth of
the safety rod and the shim rod in the 3-D problems. The two codes
agreed well with each other in the rod worth evaluation and the
maximum error was 2.67% for the shim rod of the CNPS-184 3-D
core.

Fig. 19 compares the radial power distribution of the CNPS-184
problems. The relative standard deviations of the McCARD pin
power are around 0.2%. The maximum pin power errors for the 2-D
and 3-D problems are 0.64% and 0.90%, respectively. Table 11
compares the axial power distribution and the differential shim

Table 12
Axial power distribution and differential shim rod worth of the CNPS-492 3-D core.

Position from Core Bottom (cm) Relative Axial Power Position from Core Bottom (cm) Differential Shim Rod Worth (cents/cm)

McCARD DeCART Diff.(%) McCARD DeCART Diff.(%)

1.51 0.7665 0.7756 1.2 0 0.21921 0.09652 �56.0
4.53 0.7403 0.7514 1.5 6.58 0.82329 0.75516 �8.3
7.55 0.7468 0.7552 1.1 17.26 1.64929 1.65194 0.2
10.57 0.7696 0.7754 0.8 26.3 2.19907 2.24442 2.1
13.59 0.8024 0.8056 0.4 38.47 2.72291 2.80083 2.9
16.61 0.8402 0.8417 0.2 42.08 2.83056 2.91264 2.9
21.14 0.9022 0.9011 �0.1 49.32 2.98063 3.06348 2.8
27.18 0.9835 0.9804 �0.3 55.89 3.04078 3.11558 2.5
33.22 1.0585 1.0535 �0.5 63.12 3.02336 3.07966 1.9
39.26 1.1221 1.1157 �0.6 64.11 3.01416 3.06714 1.8
45.3 1.1728 1.1654 �0.6 70.52 2.91482 2.94174 0.9
51.34 1.2088 1.2018 �0.6 77.1 2.74121 2.73314 �0.3
57.38 1.2311 1.2251 �0.5 87.12 2.33747 2.26004 �3.3
61.43 1.2408 1.2345 �0.5 88.77 2.25485 2.16414 �4.0
64.76 1.2429 1.2368 �0.5 98.79 1.65513 1.47250 �11.0
69.36 1.2349 1.2287 �0.5
73.96 1.2109 1.2055 �0.4
78.56 1.1725 1.1679 �0.4
83.16 1.1198 1.1177 �0.2
87.76 1.0587 1.0579 �0.1
92.36 0.9935 0.9935 0.0
95.81 0.9446 0.9464 0.2
98.11 0.9151 0.9184 0.4
100.41 0.8907 0.8953 0.5
102.71 0.8730 0.8800 0.8
105.01 0.8673 0.8766 1.1
107.31 0.8907 0.8930 0.3
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rod worth in the CNPS-184 3-D problem. The results of the two
codes agree well with each other shown in Fig. 19 and Table 12. The
axial power profile is slightly skewed toward the bottom of the core
because the bottom reflector is thicker than the top reflector. Power
bumps are observed at the top and bottom of the active core due to
the effect of the thermal neutrons entering from the top and bot-
tom reflectors. Fig. 20 shows the radial power distribution for the
CNPS-492 2-D problem. The relative standard deviations of the
McCARD pin power are around 0.35%. The root mean square (RMS)
error and the maximum error are 0.84% and 3.03%, respectively.
Fig. 21 shows the radial power distribution for the CNPS-492 3-D
problem. The radial power errors for the 3-D problem are slightly
larger than those of the 2-D problem. The RMS error and the
maximum error are 1.00% and 4.13%, respectively. Table 12 com-
pares the axial power distribution and the differential shim rod
worth of the CNPS-492 3-D problem. The discrepancy between the
two codes for the CNPS-492 3-D problem is slightly larger than that
for the CNPS-184 3-D problem.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, the recent improvements in the DeCART code for a
HTGR analysis as well as those for both a LWR and HTGR are pre-
sented. A new 190-group DeCART cross-section library based on
ENDF/B-VII.0 was generated using the KAERI library processing

system for a HTGR system. It was found that the resonance treat-
ment of some fission product nuclides such as 109Ag, 145Nd, 147Pm,
147Sm, 152Sm, and 153Euwas quite important at high burnup and the
resonance data for the nuclides were included in the new DeCART
cross-section library. Two methods for eigen-mode adjoint flux
calculation were implemented in the DeCART code. One is to solve
the adjoint multi-group neutron transport equation by backward
ray tracing of the MOC and the other one is to solve the adjoint B1
criticality equation. The two methods gave practically identical
results in terms of the fuel block average adjoint flux. An azimuthal
angle discretization method based on the Gaussian quadrature was
implemented in the DeCART code. The results showed that the
Gaussian azimuthal angle discretization improves the accuracy of
the MOC solver considerably. A two-level parallelization using MPI
and OpenMP was adopted for massive parallel computation of the
DeCART code and a total speedup of about 13 was achieved with 4
axial domains and 8 threads in each domain. A quadratic depletion
solver was implemented for Gd depletion. The quadratic depletion
reduced the error involved in the Gd depletion by a factor of 10. A
module for the generation of equivalent group constants was
implemented in the DeCART code for the nodal codes. The MASTER
code results with the equivalent group constants generated by the
DeCART code reproduced the DeCART reference calculation for the
benchmark problems with rectangular and hexagonal geometries.
The capability of the DeCART code for geometry handling was

Fig. 20. Comparison of radial power distribution of CNPS-492 2-D core.
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improved. An approximate treatment of a cylindrical outer
boundary was implemented to avoid a tedious and inefficient job in
preparing the input. An explicit border model for a hexagonal ge-
ometry was implemented. The R-G-B checker-board model and a
super-cell model for a hexagonal geometry were implemented to
incorporate the spectral effect of the surroundings in the fuel block
(or assembly) analysis. The DeCART code was verified against
various numerical benchmark problems. The depletion calculation
capabilities of the DeCART code were verified against the OECD/
NEA MHTGR-350 benchmark phase III problems by comparing the
DeCART solutions with the reference Monte-Carlo solutions using
the McCARD code. The results showed that the two codes agreed
well with each other. A 2-D HTGR numerical benchmark derived
from the MHTGR-350 reference design was also used for verifica-
tion of the DeCART code. The effective multiplication factor errors
for the fresh core problem were 183e388pcm depending on the
temperature conditions and those for the burnt core problemwere
142e214pcm with respect to the reference Monte-Carlo solutions.
The maximum relative block power errors for the fresh and burnt
core problems were 0.13% and 0.26%, respectively. A numerical
benchmark based on the CNPS experiment was used for further
verification of the DeCART code. The multiplication factor errors
were 80e460pcm and the rod worth errors were 0.25e2.67% with

respect to the reference Monte-Carlo solutions depending on the
core configurations.
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